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New Jewel Gang Beaver Gang

Empire Chief Gang

THESE Plows are all equipped with the well-known Cockshutt Bottoms, shaped and 
hardened specially for conditions in the Northwest. They cut the) furrow out 

clean underneath, turn it completely over, and thoroughly pulverise the soil, making the 
foundation for an ideal seed bed. Good plowing means efficient drainage, turning up 
of fresh elements to the action of the air, and checking evaporation lby breaking 
capillary action, in addition to turning under a crop of weeds or stubble

To get the Best Results buy a Cockshutt

s
NEW JEWEL OANO

The new Jewel Gang embodies the 
latest and best ideas in plow construc
tion Careful buyers appreciate the 
many splendid features In operation 
all parts are adjustable to the work in 
hand The plow can be turned in its 
own length The automatic foot lift 
raises or lowers the bottoms, leaving 
the driver's hands free to handle the 
lines and strike a straight furrow. The 
bottoms raise high to clear all obstruc
tions and can be locked rigid with the 
frame or allowed to float. Wheels have 
long removable dust proof bearings 
with large wearing surfaces, insuring 
long life and small cost for repairs, 
and by the use of hard oil require little 
attention.

BEAVER GANG
The Beaver Gang has many of the 

features of the Jewel, short turning, 
high lift, adjustable parts, removable 
dust proof bearings for use with hard 
oil, etc., but is much lighter in weight 
The full strength is retained by com
bining the frame with the beams, elimi
nating the larger part of the former. 
The plow is easily raised or lowered 
by means of a handy lever and spring 
lift. It is fitted with steel and malle
able standards which are unbreakable 
and with the heaviest soft centre shares 
ever built on a plow. It is light of 
draft, strongly constructed and can be 
handled by anyone.

EMPIRE CHIEF OANO
The Empire Chief Gang is a light, 

serviceable walking gang which has 
been successfully designed with a view 
of obtaining a model of strength, ser
vice and simplicity. It is built with 
heavy high carbon steel beams of special 
pattern, which are strong and rigid and 
will remain true to their proper align
ment under excess strain. These beams 
are arched high, and the bottoms have 
more than the usual clearance, and for 
this reason will not on any occasion 
clog up on heavy trash land. The levers 
are long and powerful and fitted with 
a helping spring to assist the operator.

We make a Plow for Every Purpose *
Three kinds of Single Furrow Riding Plows, Discs, Walking Stubble Plows, Prairie 

and Brush Breakers, Combination Plows, Engine Gangs

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BOOKLET OR CALL ON OUR NEAREST AGENT

Cockshutt Plow Company Limited
Branches WINNIPEG, REGINA, CALGARY, SASKATOON

Distributing Warehouses- Red Deer Lethbridge Edmonton Brandon Portage la Prairie


